COLAVITA‐ZIPP TIME TRIAL SERIES AT KENTUCKY SPEEDWAY

Parking & Registration:
Register for each event in advance online via link available at www.colavitazipptt.com or on
raceday beginning at 7:30 am
Enter at the Tunnel Entrance. Everyone is required to stop and sign in.
Be courteous and respectful to employees and the CZTT volunteers.
Park near the garages. Registration and bathrooms are located near the garages.
Sorry – No concessions are for sale at the Speedway during our time trials.
There is NO ALCOHOL to be brought onto the property
Registration will take place in a garage near pit road

Timing Chips & Bib Numbers:

Attach your timing chip to your bicycle seatpost as soon as you pick it up. Be mindful of how the
chips are to be mounted. The example at registration must be followed. Altering the chip,
changing location or taping to your frame will result in a misread by the time equipment.
Don’t mix up chips! (If picking up timing chips for more than one rider, remember that each chip
is assigned to a specific rider.)
We do not collect your chip or number at the end of the ride
The area around the Start/Finish line is RFID Sensitive and your chip may be detected from as far
as 50 feet! Please give the Start/Finish line a wide berth when wearing your chip after timing for
the event has started.
Riders will be required to be registered event participants with Kentucky Speedway release
signed before entering pit road gate. If you are not registered to race you are not permitted on
the racetrack.
Warm‐up:
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There is no Saturday practice time
You may warm up on the Speedway from about 7:30 a.m. until about 8:45 a.m. on race day.
You may warm up on the ¼ mile track on the frontstretch once the race has started
You may set up a trainer next to your vehicle or inside a garage.
We will have the warmup tent set up with trainers near the starthouse

At the Start Line:
First rider off at 9am
Starts will be every 30 seconds
The start line/starthouse is located on Pit Road
Please report to the starthouse at least 5 minutes prior to your posted start time
The OnDeck screen is located on the side of the starthouse‐watch it!
The finish is located at the finish line on the race track.
Reset your computer’s trip distance to zero, so you will know when you are finishing your ten‐
mile ride.
Lap1)1.5,Lap2)3,Lap3)4.5,Lap4)6,Lap5)7.5,Lap6)9,Lap7)10.5
A professional starter will hold you up. Use of the holders is optional. While being held, grasp
one brake lever. The holder will count down from five, then say, “go” and give you a push. Be
sure to release the brake and start pedaling. Do not stand up while being pushed/until you have
cleared the ramp .
Instruct family and friends to watch and cheer, but also to be careful walking across pit road, as
bicycle/pedestrian collisions near the start/finish line have already caused injuries.
The area behind the start house is the only area that should be crossed.

On The Track:

Your ride starts on pit road, which takes you to the main track. At the end of pit road there will
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be cones set up to create a lane for merging. Please stay inside the cones for everyone’s safety.
You then cross the NASCAR finish line seven times. After your seventh crossing your race is
complete. Please prepare to exit the racetrack by completing your lap by moving to the apron
(bottom of the racetrack) after the merge in turn 1. Complete your cooldown lap by circling the
speedway and entering pit road. Once you have crossed the finish line to complete your ride DO
NOT cross it again.
Number One rule on the track:
Ride to the left, pass on the right.
The apron is out of bounds unless you are finished and are exiting the speedway. There are
cones in the corners‐if you are racing you must be above the cones.
Ride in a predictable and reasonably straight line.
No drafting, and no blocking (riding unnecessarily too far out to the right).
Track marshals, communicating with each other via radio, will monitor drafting and blocking,
and disqualify violators.
NEVER ride anything other than counterclockwise‐ this includes pit road and the warm up track

After Your Ride:
Results are will be live uploaded to www.gtraces.com and will be scrolling on the trailer at the
finishline
Awards will be at Victory Lane after the last rider has finished
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